
Completed in 2017  |  Build time: 50 weeks  |  Block size: 1,207 m2

Two storey home:

Our clients were looking to relocate from the Hills district 
to Sydney’s north shore. They found an existing property 
on a sloping block in West Pymble, specifically to knock 
down and build a large, contemporary family home.

Allura worked very closely with the client to design a home 
for this family of four, that worked on the sloping block, 
maximised the natural sunlight into the home and also for 
solar power generation, and provided opportunities for 
everyone to enjoy the stunning bush landscape that the 
property backed on to.

There was a pool already on the block, which was 
renovated by Allura. A large deck was included in the 
design, and a spa installed at the beginning of the project. 
Two rainwater tanks were also dug into the backyard and 
hidden by the deck. 
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Allura designed a stepped house, from front to back, 
to accommodate the slope of the land. The client also 
specifically requested that the roof not be visible from 
the street. To meet this requirement, Allura designed 
a parapet to hide the roofing materials, while providing 
an modern finish to the home.

Visitors are greeted by a large, bespoke front door 
which opens in to a wide entrance displaying an open 
staircase leading upstairs. As you wander through the 
home a large barn door reveals a home theater, and a 
central, open gas fire place is a decorative highlight in 
the living area, providing a sense of cosy comfort on 
winter days and nights. The natural stone floor down 
stairs also has underfloor heating.

Large glass stacker doors open from the living area out 
to the alfresco area, which runs the length of the home 
and includes an inbuilt pizza oven and barbecue.

An entertainer’s kitchen walks into a butler’s pantry and 
laundry.

In this home the three main bedrooms upstairs overlook 
the bush setting and pool. The two teenage daughters 
each have a walk-in robe, share a bathroom and study 
/ living area which includes bespoke built-in joinery to 
work at. 

The master bedroom also features a walk-in robe and 
ensuite, with striking, oversized tiles. All bathrooms 
also have underfloor heating.
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Overnight guests have a separate bedroom and ensuite 
at the front of the house.

This contemporary home is finished with large 
windows, to drawer in natural light and assist with 
energy management, and a large deck surrounding the 
pool and spa.

Allura also designed and delivered all retaining walls and 
landscaping.



Contact us: (02) 9420 4133
www.allurahomes.com.au

“Working with Allura was very easy. The team paid a lot of 
attention to our design and incorporated everything we wanted.
We’re so pleased with the finish of our forever home.”
Mason and Rozita
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First level floorplan

Ground level floorplan


